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THE HOLY GHOSTS

KATE NASH used to be a
chart-topper — now her
new album Girl Talk has
limped in at No85 on the
top 100.

But the Harrow honey
insists it does not mean her
career is on the slide — more
that it’s in rude health.

Goodfellas

MARTIN SCORSESE’S gangster
epic is rightly regarded as one of
cinema’s greatest movies. It’s the
true story of Henry Hill (Ray Liotta)
from his beginnings as a street
hustler to the top level of the Maﬁa
and a ﬂawless work from one of the
world’s ﬁnest directors.
The cast, including long-time
Scorsese collaborator Robert De

Niro, are phenomenal. But it’s
Joe Pesci who delivers one of
the screen’s most terrifying and
memorable performances —
“Funny, how? How am I funny?”
There’s not a wasted moment, just
two-and-a-half hours of slick, stylish
movie-making cut through with
violence and dark humour. This
belongs on everyone’s must-see list.

And she reckons the proof is
in the number of people flocking to see her perform.
The 25-year-old is refreshingly
honest about the changes since
her debut album Made Of
Bricks landed her a Brit award.
It seemed she had the world
at her feet, but she was dropped
by her record label and had to
start all over again.
Instead of moping, the brunette is loving the challenge.
She said: “Last year was a
challenging year for me personally and work-wise as I got
dropped from my label.
“If you’re not part of that X
Factor or The Voice culture or
the
mainstream,
commercial
dance stuff that’s on the radio,
then people write you off.
“But there are loads of artists
who have huge fanbases and
tour the world, and have really
great careers.
“You get a bit older and you
realise the other stuff doesn’t
matter.

WHO: Jack Sandison
(vocals/guitar), Jon Mackenzie (guitar/vocals), Jonny
Linstead
(bass/vocals),
Andy Barbour (harmonica/
keys/pedal steel), Penny
Penman (percussion).
WHERE: Edinburgh.
FOR FANS OF: Steve
Earle, The Rolling Stones,
Ryan Adams.
JIM SAYS: It’s not difficult
to imagine The Holy
Ghosts being a worldwide
success.
They may not have
re-invented the wheel but
their rock ’n roll-fuelled
take on alternative country
is a delight.
It’s been a pretty rapid
rise for the capital band.
Only forming last year, they
picked up Best Newcomer
at the recent Scottish Alternative Music Awards.
Penny said: “It’s a fantastic platform to showcase
our music. We’re glad to
know how much support
there was out there for us.”
Starting life with jam sessions among long-time
friends before becoming a
proper band, it all seems to
have come together very
naturally.
Each time I’ve heard
them they come across as
a band brimming with confidence.
The strength of their
material is also key to the
overall effect. Their current
EP Voodoo Shakedown,
along with last year’s debut

By CHRIS SWEENEY
the idea of being in charge of
my own label appealed to me.
“I like to do things on my
own terms.
“It’s ideal for me right now
too as I don’t fit into those
categories of The Voice or
mainstream radio — but I do
have a lot of fans.
“It’s better not to have that
pressure where people have to
achieve things.
“The charts positions and
awards I’ve had before, that
stuff is fun, and obviously the
reason you release music is to
put it out there.

In Defiance you play
as an Ark Hunter, a
scavenger of alien relics.
The game section is
based in the bay area of
the US but the place has
been transformed by alien
invasions.

Crazy

“You want as many people as
possible to hear it.
“But it shouldn’t be something
to feel bad about if you don’t
get that.”
Kate has just finished off a
huge run of US gigs.
The new regime meant Kate
and her manager sharing driving duties all over the country.
Now she’s on the UK leg of
the tour — and starts a Scots
run tonight in Aberdeen, carrying on to Inverness and Glasgow over the weekend.
She said: “Being in America is
exciting for us Brits because it
looks like the movies to us.
“But being back is great. In
Sheffield this week, there was a
stage invasion by loads of girls
— they came on and went crazy,
“I have the most loyal and I just dived into the crowd.
hardcore fans — they’re so dedi“I didn’t encourage it, it just
cated and supportive, they’re sort of happened.
really behind me.
“I got two days off at home
“And they are the people who after leaving America. I went
made my career happen in the straight to my parent’s house as
first place and are the reason I wanted to be looked after by
I’m still going.
my mum. I stayed in bed the
“I treasure them.”
first day and I had to do some
After being dumped by her work on a movie I have been
label and all the financial back- doing on the second day.
ing that goes with it — Kate
“Then I went straight back
admits there was a little panic.
out on tour — but that’s my life
But she pulled herright now and
self together and
I’m enjoying it.
set up her own
“It feels satisimprint Have 10p
fying
and
Records.
I’m really
Kate said:
POP phenomenon
proud of
“It was kind
Willow Smith, left, is a
myself.”
of scary for
huge Kate fan.
Q GET
the
first
The daughter of megatour tickweek,
I
star
Will
Smith
even
ets at:
was
like
asked Kate to help her write
my igno‘Oh f***’.
last year’s single I Am Me.
r a n t
“Then
Kate said: “We hung out
youth.
suddenly
and went in the studio —
com
she’s so talented and beyond
her years. It was cool.”
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3.5
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to
rying a multiplayer
“episode misonline
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series.

FANS-TASTIC
. . . Kate is
loving the
welcome
on tour

Devil On Your Side, set the
mood perfectly.
Working with Oasis producer Owen Morris, along
with Garry Boyle (Broken
Records, Homework), the
recordings sound like the
band have as much fun in
the studio as they do when
playing live.
Penny added: “This second EP captures The Holy
Ghosts growing together.
Recording the album
allowed us to experiment
with our sound, but the mix
of rock, rhythm and country
on Voodoo Shakedown will
make your big toe shoot up
through your boot!
“The whole EP was
recorded live, in one room,
so the energy is real, the
performance authentic.”
Their album is set to be
completed in the summer. I
can’t wait to hear a full
record, but I’m tempted to
think it’s on the live stage
where The Holy Ghosts are
in their element.
Penny said: “We’re finalising a Scottish tour for the
summer, before making
our way through England
again, then Europe.”
More: theholyghosts.co.uk
Q Jim will be playing The
Holy Ghosts on In:Demand
Uncut this Sunday from
7pm on Clyde 1, Forth
One, Northsound 1, Radio
Borders, Tay FM, West FM
and West Sound FM.
indemandscotland.co.uk

Defiance is not a badlooking game and has
many players all playing
at the same time, doing a
variety of different things.
You can follow the main
quest of your character or
complete “episode missions” which can tie in
with the TV show.
You are certainly not
going to be stuck for
things to do.
From following the main

MR BEAN: SLIDER
PUZZLE
4
2.5
iOS. £1.99
SADLY this isn’t an app
where you become Mr Bean
for a day.
It is a puzzle slider where
you move pieces to restore
an image. It is excruciatingly addictive and the
perfect time-killer.
The shame is the price,
69p would have been fairer.

your time.
Competitive multiplayer
is a nice change if you
want something a little different.
Then you have Arkfalls.
These are random events
in which debris from alien
ships falls to the ground
bringing
all
players
together for one purpose —
looting.
It will be a long time
before we know if Defiance has really delivered
as a trans-media concept —
but it does show considerable promise.
Purely as a game —
while it does have a few
teething problems and is a
different experience from
what console players have
so far been used to — Defiance is entertaining, interesting and ultimately fun.

JN

POWER PROS
2013

4

iOS, £2.99
AGAINST all odds, this has
justified to me America’s
weird love of baseball.
There are no complicated
rules or deluges of tactical
options to drown in.
You pitch and bat. You
can choose slightly more
complicated controls, but
the basic option is a fun
time-killer.
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